Sugar Industry: Sources

How to use this list of sources

This is a list of some of the collections that may provide a useful starting point when researching this subject. It gives the collection reference and a brief description of the kinds of records held in the collections. More detailed lists are available in the searchroom and from our online catalogue. Enquiries should be directed to the Duty Archivist, see contact details at the end of this source list.

British Sugar Machinery Manufacturers Association; (from Mann, Judd and Gordon Cas) (GUAS Ref: UGD 211)
Administration records 1952-73

Jamaica Sugar Estate Ltd (GUAS Ref: DC 34/91-132)
Administration records 1924-67
Financial records 1926-67

MacFie Family; sugar refiners, Greenock, Glasgow, Edinburgh and Liverpool (GUAS Ref: DC 120)

Mirrlees Watson & Co; sugar machinery manufacturers, Glasgow (GUAS Ref: UGD 62, see also UGD 118 and UGD 202)
Administration records 1903-49
Production records 1862-1934

Smith, A & W & Co Ltd; sugar machinery manufacturers, Glasgow (GUAS Ref: UGD 118, see also UGD 62 and UGD 202)
Administration records 1909-47
Financial records 1897-1934
Photographs 1907-24
Plans 1884-1957
Production records 1841-1974

Stewart, Duncan & Co Ltd; sugar machinery manufacturers, Glasgow (GUAS Ref: UGD 52)
Administration records 1943-44
Building plans 1906
Ephemera 1922-c60
Production records 1881-1902
Publicity material c1960-62

Weir, Viscount (GUAS Ref: DC 96)
Including files regarding: Anglo-Scottish Beet Sugar Corporation, West Midland Sugar Company and UK Sugar Industry.
Committee records 1923-40
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